Data Capture Devices

Capture More Than Data.
Capture an Edge.
The Global Market Leader in Data Capture Solutions.

From the beginning, we specialized in data capture. And we’ve been doing so for over 50 years, making it our mission to give enterprises the digital means to track physical assets. That led us to pioneer more than 4,200 company-wide patents and innovate many industry firsts, such as the first cordless scanner, OEM scan engine and imaging bioptic scanner. It’s no surprise then that more organizations trust Zebra than any other manufacturer, including nearly every Fortune 500 company.

We set the benchmark in scanning performance, usability and ergonomics. Our data capture components are so superior, even our competitors use them to build their own scanners. That’s because we invest heavily in R&D. Our award-winning Human Factors and Research team observes firsthand how workers interact with scanners in the field. Then, Zebra’s 1,800 engineers relentlessly pursue the next breakthrough and rigorously test all our products.

The result: smarter, faster, better scanning. Our scanners capture virtually any data in any condition, the first time, every time. They expand users’ scanning range and expedite time-consuming tasks, as well as eliminate Wi-Fi® interference and battery downtime. Long associated with reliability, Zebra scanners offer non-stop performance. Drop them. Chill them. Dirty them. Sanitize them. We’ve designed them to withstand the harshest work environments.

We don’t just offer you an exceptional scanner; we ease the burden of configuring, managing and adopting new scanners. Each Zebra scanner comes preloaded with DataCapture DNA, the widest and most mature set of intelligent tools to simplify every stage of your scanning experience.

That’s how you capture more than data. That’s how you capture a performance edge.
DataCapture DNA
Go Beyond the Barcode.

Your scanning needs don’t stop after you buy a scanner. You’re still tasked with integrating and managing them, as well as making them useful for your employees. That’s why we’ve embedded our scanners with DataCapture DNA. This intelligent suite of software, applications and utilities strips away all the complexity at every step, lowering your total cost of ownership from integration to management to usage.

**Development Tools**
Make app development and integration simple, swift and smooth.

- Pair scanner to mobile device in one step
- Control of Zebra cordless scanners from a mobile device
- Speed up and simplify app development

**Management Tools**
Dramatically simplify deploying and maintaining scanner fleets of any size.

- Industry’s easiest configuration
- Set-it-and-forget-it remote management
- Full-shift uptime with battery analytics

**Visibility Tools**
Gain the insight and foresight to improve performance and total cost of ownership.

- Troubleshoot remotely
- Validate device setup
- Measure productivity in real time
- Analyze throughput trends

**Productivity Tools**
Get the most out of your scanners and your day with non-stop productivity.

- Scan multiple barcodes with a single trigger pull
- Faster, farther, smarter scanning
- Eliminate Wi-Fi® interference

**The Industry’s Simplest Configuration Wizard**
Loaded with time-saving features, this wizard walks you through every step to simplify the deployment and staging of even large numbers of scanners.
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- Easier, faster staging
- Error-proof processes
- Friendly with existing legacy systems
- In-depth reporting options
Zebra General Purpose Scanners

Data Capture for Every Worker and Environment.

Jobs may differ, but workers’ needs remain the same: split-second, fail-proof, error-proof scanning. Give them the scanners made to make them more productive, no matter what their environment or challenge. You’ll find your options are too wide to fit on one page. Ask us how we can help you with our complete lineup.

**DS9300 Series**
**Hands-Free Scanner**

Fit-Anywhere Design
Place these tiny, contemporary scanners in the tightest spaces. The DS9300 Series is designed for hands-free scanning and is compact enough to be handheld when needed. Outstanding swipe speeds and a wide field-of-view combine with best-in-class performance to quickly capture virtually any symbology – from your everyday barcodes to invisible Digimarc® codes (optional).

**DS7708**
**Single-Plane Scanner**

Swipe-and-Go Scanning Simplicity
For medium to high-volume POS lanes, the DS7708 offers outstanding swipe speeds and a wide field-of-view. Get first time, every time scanning on essential 1D and 2D barcodes —ideal for either self-checkout or traditional cashier lanes.

**DS2200 Series**
**Handheld Scanner**

Affordability and Simplicity Delivered
Good for wallets and points of sale, the affordable DS2200 Series adds the benefits of 2D imaging at an outstanding value to businesses with minimal investment. Get first time, every time scanning on essential 1D and 2D barcodes, so you don’t have to compromise performance for price.

**DS9900 Series**
**Hands-Free / Handheld Hybrid Scanner**

One-of-a-Kind Hybrid Design
With dynamic switching between handheld and hands-free modes, the DS9900 Series is purpose-built for hybrid scanning where both are needed. Outstanding swipe speeds, a wide field-of-view, and productivity enhancing tools combine with best-in-class performance to quickly capture any data — from your everyday barcodes to invisible Digimarc® codes, and UHF RFID.

**DS4600 Series**
**Handheld Scanner**

Do More Throughout Your Store
The versatile DS4600 Series speeds customers through checkout with class-leading performance, a large sweet spot, industry leading decode range and a variety of value-added features.

**DS8100 Series**
**Handheld Scanner**

Experience the Ultimate Handheld in Scanning
Keep lines moving in the busiest environments with this best-in-class series. Rise above conventional imagers to deliver swappable power options, unprecedented scanning performance that instantly captures even the most problematic barcodes and offers innovative productivity enhancing tools that take you beyond the barcode.
Zebra Healthcare Scanners

Zebra’s Advanced Healthcare Scanners Help Redefine Patient Care

In healthcare, there’s no room for error. Zebra’s scanners simplify caregivers’ interactions with their patients. Scanning applications, though routine in nature to the caregivers, help prevent medical errors, improve patient safety and increase productivity. With imaging technology automating many of the caregivers’ administrative requirements, caregivers can focus on the needs of the patient.

3600 Series Ultra-Rugged Scanner

Be Unstoppable with Relentless Performance

The 3600 Series goes to the extreme to keep you working, with 18 ultra-tough corded and cordless models. Virtually indestructible, the series boasts the highest drop, tumble and sealing specifications in the industry for the most punishing environments.

CS4070 Companion Scanner

Pocket-Size Scanning

The CS4070 is an affordable companion scanner designed for mobile applications that require a pocketable form factor. Wearable convenience and easy pairing make it easy to empower tablets and smartphones with enterprise-class scanning.

DS457 Fixed Mount Scanner

High-Volume, Hands-Free Scanning

Retail point of sale, airport boarding gate, manufacturing production line—wherever you need a tiny scanner with big performance, the DS457 is for you. It reads 1D, 2D, direct part marks, drivers’ licenses and high-density codes at high speeds with high accuracy.

MP7000 Multi-Plane Scanner

Bust Lines with Next-Generation POS Scanning and Color Camera Imaging

Capture more transactions per hour. Made for high-volume POS lanes, the MP7000 Series offers the largest field of view for swipe-and-go scanning, reads virtually any barcode—including invisible Digimarc® codes—ideal for either self-checkout or traditional cashier lanes. Color camera imaging enables product recognition and identification for faster checkout and loss prevention applications.

PREMIUM LAB

DS9900 Series Corded Hybrid Imager for Labs

Built For Life in the Lab

Purpose-built for medical labs and pharmacies, the DS9900 Series Hybrid Presentation Imager improves workflow efficiency and accuracy. Workers get first-time, every time capture of the many types of barcodes found in the lab including small, high density, curved and color-coded.

DS4600 Series for Healthcare

Scanning Versatility for the Whole Hospital

The DS4608-HC is a versatile corded healthcare scanner that does more for your whole hospital. The disinfectant-ready housing can handle regular sanitizing with popular disinfectants to prevent the spread of infection. Fast, easy scanning on even the most problematic barcodes combines with innovative features that further boost workflow efficiency and the patient experience.

DS8100 Series for Healthcare

Improve Caregiving

Every feature and function of the DS8100-HC Series is designed to elevate care. The industry-first housing offers maximum protection against the spread of infection and supports the widest range of disinfectants. Unparalleled performance scanning IV bags, foil med-packs and other items that competitive scanners struggle with. Innovative features like swappable power options seamlessly integrate into existing healthcare workflows, boosting process efficiencies and the patient experience.

DS4570 Multi-Plane Scanner

Bust Lines with Next-Generation POS Scanning and Color Camera Imaging

Capture more transactions per hour. Made for high-volume POS lanes, the DS4570 Series offers the largest field of view for swipe-and-go scanning, reads virtually any barcode—including invisible Digimarc® codes—ideal for either self-checkout or traditional cashier lanes. Color camera imaging enables product recognition and identification for faster checkout and loss prevention applications.

PREMIUM MIDRANGE

DS8100 Series for Healthcare

Improve Caregiving

Every feature and function of the DS8100-HC Series is designed to elevate care. The industry-first housing offers maximum protection against the spread of infection and supports the widest range of disinfectants. Unparalleled performance scanning IV bags, foil med-packs and other items that competitive scanners struggle with. Innovative features like swappable power options seamlessly integrate into existing healthcare workflows, boosting process efficiencies and the patient experience.

DS9900 Series Corded Hybrid Imager for Labs

Built For Life in the Lab

Purpose-built for medical labs and pharmacies, the DS9900 Series Hybrid Presentation Imager improves workflow efficiency and accuracy. Workers get first-time, every time capture of the many types of barcodes found in the lab including small, high density, curved and color-coded.
Scanners Are Just the Start. But a Complete Enterprise Solution Should Go End-to-End.

Look beyond scanners. Consider intelligent mobile computers, multi-tasking tablets and steadfast printers that integrate easily, pair instantly and talk freely to one another. That’s how you can make management, usage and sharing of critical information much more effective and impactful.

What makes Zebra’s edge-to-edge portfolio different? Each device is strong alone. Yet together, they’ll make your workers unstoppable.
Zebra Signature Services
Data insights from the technologies at the edge of your network can open up a world of new commercial opportunities. But without the right skills or resources, you could miss out on the full benefits. **Zebra Signature Services accelerate your ability to unlock intelligence** from your data, so you can run your business more productively.

Zebra OneCare™ Support Services
Constant, peak performance. That’s the upside of protecting your investment with our support services. You eliminate the unexpected disruptions and unbudgeted repair expenses. Whether you need comprehensive coverage, assistance with technical issues, software updates or on-site support, there’s a Zebra OneCare Support Service that’s right for you*.

Choose from three service levels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zebra OneCare Essential</th>
<th>Zebra OneCare Select</th>
<th>Zebra OneCare Premier**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>o Comprehensive repair services</td>
<td>o All the features of Essential Service</td>
<td>o All the features of Essential and Select Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Software support</td>
<td>o Next business day advanced device replacement</td>
<td>o Software release management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o 8x5 technical support (plus 24x7 online support)</td>
<td>o Commissioning services (app loading and configuration management)</td>
<td>o Service delivery manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o 3-day repair turnaround service</td>
<td>o Device Diagnostics** and Support Dashboard***</td>
<td>o Managed device service desk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o 24x7 helpdesk support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Service features and/or repair turn-around time may differ by country
** Zebra Mobile Computers only
*** Zebra Mobile Computers and Scanners only
***** VisibilityIQ OneCare available in North America for mobile computers and scanners only

Zebra Visibility Services
You could be caught off-guard by device downtime when you don’t have visibility into your device data to tell you how your devices are performing, so you can decide what next steps you can take to improve your operations. Without clear, comprehensive data on the mobile devices that run your business, you’re in the dark trying to compensate with manual tracking, excessive inventory and repair.

**Zebra’s VisibilityIQ™** gives you the data-driven, actionable insight when and how you need it. Get a clear view into how your devices are performing and know what next steps can push up productivity and drive down costs.

VisibilityIQ™ Foresight
Go beyond an MDM and view full operational aspects of your devices from a single dashboard view.

VisibilityIQ™ DNA
Peer inside your hardware for answers to key DNA efficiency.

VisibilityIQ™ OneCare®
View status of device repairs, technical issues, contracts, case reports and software, and LifeGuard™ security status visibility.*****
To see the scanners that improve front-line performance, visit www.zebra.com/scanners